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Steel structures as the representative of the ferromagnetic materials is widely
used in engineering, test and engineering field，the magnetic coupling stress testing is
very necessary. A Magnetic-Mechanical Coupling Constitutive model is presented to
describe the relationship between magnetism and stress of the steel structures. In this
article, theory, technology, program analysis, magnetic coupling stress of steel
detection is discussed and analyzed. Mainly got the following conclusions：
（1）Consider the effect of magnetism of steel structures in constitutive model,
combined with the magnetic properties of the steel members, analysis and research on
the steel material component magnetic coupling condition, improved the detection of
internal stress of steel members in engineering application problems in the application
of the total. The results shows that the internal stress of steel structures and their
corresponding relationship between magnetic characteristics, according to the
feedback of collected magnetic signal characteristic value to determine the internal
stress of components. At the same time, the characteristic value of the magnetic
properties of components more easily capture and collection, data processing more
convenient. And these experiment data would be used for the constitutive model
building.
(2) According to the basic theory of the study of the stress of the ferromagnetic
learn coupling detection principle foundation, analyzed the internal stress of magnetic
material artifacts within the ferromagnetic crystal on magnetic domain and magnetic
domain wall structure and motion; Pointed out that the internal stress of component
will change the magnetic domain inside the crystal structure of the magnetic domain
wall movement and magnetic domain the direction of magnetic moment change,
under the effect of internal stress in the crystal of magnetic domain wall and wall
















(3) A Magnetic-Mechanical Coupling Constitutive model is presented, and the
internal stress of steel members is studied with the model of the magnetic properties,
in view of the ferromagnetic compressive bar, analyses the magnetic characteristics of
the steel members of magnetic material value and the constitutive relation of internal
stress, it is the basic foundation of magnetic, stress coupling, and verified the model
analysis.
(4) In the aspect on numerical computation of constitutive model, ANSYS
program by computer is simulated actual detection, and obtained under unidirectional
tension of Q235 steel bar H-B data table, the finite element calculation value
compared with the laboratory data, the error is small, the two groups shows that the
finite element program based on the analysis of calculation after improvement in the
work of the practicability, but also to verify the internal stress of steel members used
in the finite element calculation with magnetic coupling relationship between
characteristic value of permeability model is correct. The validity of the relationship
between internal stress and magnetic characteristic value of permeability is verified
by numerical calculation.
(5) Steps of the technique of magnet magnetization components work, this paper
expounds the constructing of frontal magnetic characteristic value ,the constitutive
relation of internal stress and its importance.
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